Honoring Two New Distinguished Professors

Dr. Adedeji Badiru (center), Dean of AFIT's Graduate School of Engineering and Management presented Distinguished Professor medals to Dr. Richard Deckro (left), Professor of Operations Research in the Department of Operational Sciences and Dr. Mark Goltz (right), Professor Emeritus of Engineering and Environmental Management in the Department of Systems Engineering and Management. Read more here.

AFIT Working to STEM-ulate Teacher's Minds

For the second year, AFIT faculty & staff participated in the STEM-ulate Your Mind Teacher Workshop. The workshop focused on providing teachers with hands-on lessons emphasizing developmentally appropriate science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) content as well as highlighting the many STEM resources available at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. Read more here.
4th AFIT Alum in a Row to Command CCAF!

AFIT Alum Leader of the USAF Thunderbirds
Lt Col Christopher Hammond, Thunderbirds jet #1 and AFIT alum (Masters in Cyber Warfare, 2011), spoke to an AFIT audience about his career, what it's like to be a member of the Thunderbirds team, and insights into how his cyber degree helped him succeed in his post AFIT career. Read more here.

AFIT Foundation Launches New Website
The AFIT Foundation is a private, non-profit, organization incorporated for the purpose of furthering the goals of AFIT. Check out their new website here.

RETIRING? PROMOTED? PCS?
Update your contact information here
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